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This report owes much to the reports submitted by climbers from Russia and the
CIS to information websites including mountain.ru (Moscow), alpin.nm.ru
(Buryatia), vvv. ru, mountains. dgu. ru (Dagestan), basecamp. kg (Kyrgyzstan),
stolby. ru (Krasnoyarsk), and alpclub. ur. ru (Sverdlovsk). Thanks are due also to
Ingrid Crosslandfor help with correspondence in Kyrgyzstan.

T he level of reported activity by climbers from Russia and the CIS
continued to be high, and included exploration of new routes in both

established and little-known ranges. Some of the hardest new routes were
climbed in areas that have yet to be visited by non-Russian climbers.
Protracted ascents of difficult faces remained popular, particularly in the
context of climbing championships, but international styles of climbing
are also in evidence.The grades given in these reports generally use the
Russian scale for overall difficulty (eg 6A). Where roman numerals are
used, these refer to the free-climbed technical rock standard unless stated
otherwise.

The Caucasus
Climbing in this range continues to be inhibited, although not prevented,
by the widespread violence and instability in the region. Horrific incidents
have occurred even in the formerly calm republic of Kabardino-Balkaria in
which the Central Caucasus is situated. However, the Bezengi mountain
eering camp continues to operate as normal.

In the western part of the range in June a Krasnodar team led by Roman
Gubanov climbed a new route at 5B (VI, AI, F6b max, 1500m) taking a
buttress on the SE face of Dombai Western (4036m). They took 5 days
over the route, which lies to the R of the 2000 Zagimayak Route (6B),
commenting on the availability of unclimbed granite even in this well
established climbing area. In February 2005 an Irkutsk team including
Pavel Kolesov climbed a new 6th class route on the N face of Dombay
UI'gen (4038m). In the Central Caucasus in July there was a climbing
visit to the southern side of Koshtan-Tau (5150m). This side of the mountain
(the third highest summit in Europe) has been little visited during the last
20 years. In the Adylsu valley in February 2005, climbers from the Moscow
Demchenko club made an ascent ofBashkara (4241m).

Further east, the project to climb the Caucasus 5000m peaks in winter
continued with the ascent in January 2005 of Kazbek (5033m) via the
Genaldonskoye valley in North Ossetia and the Pastukhov Route.
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Most of the Caucasus new route activity was on the big rock faces of
Erydag (3925m) and the surrounding massif in Dagestan. Over 15 days
from 1-19 July, Makhachka1a-based climbers Shanavaz Shanavazov, Vitaliy
Afanasjev, 01eg Bibin and Konstantin Dorro climbed a 665m new route
through the overhangs on the R bastion of the NW face. They graded the
route 6B VI A3. Much the same team returned to the face in January
2005, again climbing through the overhangs on the right side of the face at
6B. They climbed the 23 pitches from 21 January to 14 February in cold
conditions with little sun on the face. The ascent won the Russian winter
championship. In February 2005 a Sverdlovsk team including Sergey
Kofanov and Alexander Shabunin made the first winter ascent of the 2002
6B Efimov route, climbing from 11-23 February in 29 pitches. On 4 March
2004 the Sverdlovsk team of V V Popvich and A G Stolbov reached the top of
the 6A 1981 Shchedn·n route on the L part of the NW face. They had spent 13
days on the route, which is 1200m in length with 6b-6c and A2 climbing.

In the same massif a 265m new route was climbed on Sel'dy (3664m)
from the Chekhychai valley. Sel'dy is the highest point of the plateau SW
of Erydag, across the Azerbaijan border. The Dagestan State University
team of Evgeniy Pashuk, Gadzhimurad Nurbagandov and Tagir Mazanov
climbed the central W face from 3-4 July at 5B VI A2.

Russia and Ukraine
In the Crimea a new rap-bolted route was climbed on Shaan-Kaya (871m).
The 220m 7a to 8a+ Atlant-Mwas climbed in September by Serik Kazbekov
and Igor Solovey, partly on sight. The route interesects and climbs to the R
of the Grishchenko and Samurai routes. In March 2005 Ukrainian climbers
made winter training ascents of Centre on Foros Kant, Cave on Zamok,
Centre on Morcheka, Dana on Chelebi and Arsenal on Shaan-Kaya, all at
6A. Conditions were frosty, with iced-up cracks and snow on the routes.

In the Sablinskiy Range of the Prepolar Urals a Sverdlovsk team led by
SA Kofanov climbed a new route on Sab1ya (l497m), taking the L bastion
on the NE face. They climbed the 17-pitch route from 3-7 May, achieving
third place in the first ascent class of the Russian climbing championships.
Graded 6A VI A3-A4, the route was considered by one of the team members
to be harder than the Semiletkin route on Svobodnaya Korea.

The Pamir Alai
Russian and CIS climbers have been returning to this range in significant
numbers, reflecting a perception that the security problems have lessened.
Climbers from Odessa returned to the Karavshin area in August, finding
their journey several times longer and more expensive than on their previous
trip in 1998. From this group the team of Vladimir Mogila and Aleksandr
Lavrinenko, Viorel Cheban and Vadim Niko1ayev climbed a new 6B route
on the NW face of Asan (4230m), claiming it as the hardest route on the
mountain. The route lies between the 1986 Moroz route and the 1986
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Gorbenko Route and took 19 pitches to the summit ridge. The same team
also climbed the Timofeev Route despite poor weather. A second team of
Pugachev and Maksimenya climbed another new route on the R part of
the face. The Karavshin area was also visited in August by climbers from
Novosibirsk, while in the Laylak valley a Moscow Demchenko team
including A Adamov climbed Pik Bloka by the SW ridge at sB.

The Fann mountains were once again the venue for a CIS mountaineering
championship. In all, over 200 people were involved. July snowfall made
the routes harder than normal, with the walls of Chapdara (5049m),
Bodkhona (5138m) and others covered with ice and snow. Despite this,
some of the hardest routes received ascents.

The Pamir
There was a healthy level of activity in this range driven by the return of a
degree of normality to the region. During the summer season Pik Lenin
(7134m) was attempted by over 500 people, of whom approximately a third
summited. There were several deaths. The camp on the Moskvina glacier
operated for a second year after many years of absence. Operated jointly
by Tashkent and Dushanbe-based companies, the camp hosted 124 people,
of whom 72 ascended Korzhenevskaya (7105m) and 21 Kommunizma
(Somoni, 7495m). In doing so, five attained the coveted Snow Leopard
status awarded for making ascents of all 7000m peaks in the former Soviet
Union. Four Tatarstan climbers made ascents of all three Pamir seven
thousanders during the season. They reached the summit of Pik Lenin on
26 July, were the first of the season to summit Korzhenevskaya on 3 August,
and on 11 August were the first of the season to ascend Kommunizma.

In the Eastern Zaalaiskiy Khrebet a UK team led by Paul Hudson visited
the western end of the range, close to the Tajikistan border, where they
climbed a number of peaks up to SS l3m. There was also a Russian
expedition to the region of the Sarezskiy Lake in the Muzko1 range. On 11
August the expedition made the ascent of a new summit and named it
Poytakht.

The Tien Shan
The mountains of Kyrgyzstan continue to attract the bulk of the attention
from climbers from outside Russia and Central Asia. Reflecting this, a
detailed map of several of the ranges has been produced by the American
Alpine Club. At the local level P I Solomatin, V N Biryukov and V P Lyakh
have published a new guide book (in Russian) to the mountains of the central
section of the Kyrgyz range including the Ak-Say, Adygine, Ala-Archa,
Alamedin and Issyk-Ata areas.

In the Inylchek area the summer season was marred by an avalanche on
the Semenovskiy glacier on 5 August which killed 11 climbers from the
Czech Republic, Ukraine and Russia. This glacier is used to access the
standard West Ridge Route on Khan Tengri (6995m) from the south.
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The objective risk on this glacier was earlier highlighted by fatalities to
guided British climbers in 1993, since when many organised groups have
used the longer but objectively safer approach from the north. Despite the
avalanche and the major rescue operations that followed, ascents of Khan
Tengri continued from the S side. The relatively high summer snowfall
also did not prevent activity on Pobeda (7439m), including a number of
successful ascents and an attempt to traverse its three summits by a Bratsk
Irkutsk expedition led by M L Krivosheev.

From the N Inylchek glacier a team from the Sverdlovsk region climbed
a new route on the NE summit (601Om) of Pik Maksim Gorky (6050m),
making the main ascent from 17-24 August. The first face route on this
mountain was climbed in 2001 on the NW face of the NE summit by Yu
Ermachek's Sverdlovsk team. The 2004 route took the L part of the NW
face, with 6A mixed climbing, an average steepness of 75° and a height
gain of 1500m. Team members included Alexander Korobkov, Nikolai
Smagin, Alexander Cheryavskiy and Alexander Shabunin.

In the little-explored area SW of tlie Inylchek glaciers, the UK pair, Ingrid
Crossland and Graham Sutton, visited the Djungart region. This forms
part of the Kokshaal-Too range SSW of Maida-Adyr and ESE of the
settlement of Akshiyrak. The only previous exploration in this area had
been by a non-climbing party of glaciologists. The pair accessed the area
by helicopter and explored the valleys E and W of the highest Peak 5318m,
finding the area to have complex mountain terrain with steep rock towers
of a granite-type rock. Peak 5318m also appeared to require steep climbing
from all aspects.

In the Ala-Archa area, from 17 to 21 February 2005, Tatarstan climbers
A Akhmadiyev, E Rozhnov and Yu Kruglov completed a new route taking
the central chimney of the N face of Svobodnaya (Free) Korea (4778m) R
of the Ruchkin and Myshlyaeva routes and L of the Bagayeva route. Routes
climbed in the summer season included the 1988 Nikiforenko route on the W
face of Semenov Tienshanskiy (4875m) by a Tomsk team, and the 1963
Glukhovtsev route on the W face of the 6th tower of Korona (4860m) by an
Altai team, both at SE.

In September an ISM guided expedition led by Pat Littlejohn, Adrian
Nelhams and Vladimir Komissarov climbed peaks in the central Borkoldoy
Range. Because this part of the range is difficult to access, the only previous
climbing visit had been by Danil Popov's 2003 team (see below) that
unsuccessfully attempted the highest peak (5170m). Using all their
manpower the ISM group made passable an old track accessing the river
leading to the main glaciers in the heart of the range. They made several
ascents from the R branch of the double-headed glacier running southwards
(later named Ilbirs Glacier): the dominant peak on the R side Pk Ilbirs
(5017m) at PD+; the rock pyramid on the E side Zoob Barsa 4685m at
PD+; and Trident Peak N of Pk Ilbirs via a traverse at AD. Another
group explored the glacier to the Wand climbed Pk 4857 by its W ridge.



109. North face of Peak 5318m in the Djungart area, seen from c4000m in
the valley to its west. (Crossland / Sutton Collection)

From the E branch of Ilbirs glacier several summits were climbed including
Twin Peak (Dvoinay Vershina 5041m) and the fore peak of Pk 5 I 70m,
Sakchi (Sentry 4915m). An attempt on Pk 5170m via a couloir on the W
flank and N ridge was aborted at c5000m as the ridge became sharp and
corniced. On the IOO-500m walls above the base camp two routes were
climbed at E2 and HVS on good limestone.

The nearby Western Kokshaal-Too was visited by Scottish climbers Es
Tresidder, Guy Robertson, Pete Benson, Matt Halls and Robin Thomas in
September. Robin and Matt made a probable second ascent of Kyzyl Asker
(5842m), avoiding seracs low on the N face by approaching via a gully
from the SE (I pitch of Scottish VI) to the col between Kyzyl Asker and
Panfilovski Division. From here they traversed onto the N face with skis
and hence climbed to the W summit, finding the two summits
indistinguishable in height. They had aborted an earlier attempt on the SE
face at 5200m due to poor conditions. Members of the team also climbed
four new mixed routes on the nearby walls. On the S face of Panfilovski
Division (5400m) Es, Pete and Guy climbed Haggis Supper at WI 5+ 500m
taking a prominent corner/gully system (due to bad weather they omitted
the summit). On the S face of Jerry Garcia Robin and Matt climbed a
500m gully at Scottish V. On the Great Walls of China Es and Guy climbed
the 500m Border Control at Scottish VII and A I. This took a 28-hour round
trip. On Ochre WaIls Es and Pete climbed Fire and Ice, an ice smear L of
Beeftake with climbing at ED and Scottish mixed VII, afterwards reaching
the nearby unnamed summit.
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In summer 2003 Moscow climbers continued their earlier activity in the
eastern part of the same range. From the Nalivkin (Aytali) glacier as-person
party led by Danil Popov made the fIrst ascent of Peak 5471m which they
named Letavet, climbing by the SE rib at 2E. From here they traversed
over several cols close to the border with China before making the fIrst
ascent of the W ridge of Krylya Sovetov (5560m) via Pik S120m.

Siberia and the Russian Far East
In the Altai the only new route to report is a new SB variant on the N face
of Karatash (3534m), climbed from 1-8 August by a Kemerova team led by
A V Foygt. There was, however, an interesting attempt in February 2004
by a group of climbers from Irkutsk and Biysk including Andrey Afanasev
on a serious new route on Cherniy Be1ok. This peak is situated in the
Myushtu-Ayry valley in the Katun range, W of Bielukha. The route was
800m in length with vertical walls and overhangs looking like 6B climbing,
but the group retreated after lSOm due to rockfall and an avalanche that
injured several party members. A

SignifIcant exploration and new route activity continued in the Barguzin
Range E of Lake Baikal (highest point Pribaikalya 2841m). From 1-2 July
a team of Buryatia and Amur climbers including 1. Sherstnev climbed a
new SA route on the R part of the E face of Argada (2340m). Meanwhile
on nearby Medved' (Bear), Sergey Zurbulayeva and Aleksandr
Shelkovnikov completed a new route by the NE ridge at provisional 4E. At
the same time other local climbers completed a traverse over Argada,
Medved', Kreyser Varyag and Obzornaya, also at 4B. From 21-26 June, a
team of Buryatia and Amur climbers including 1.VSherstnev completed a
new route on Gorde1an (2512m) taking the centre of the L bastion of the E
face at 6A. This ascent achieved fIrst place in the fIrst ascents class of the
Russian alpinism championships.

In the nearby South-Muyskiy range a new SB route was climbed on the
NE buttress of the highest peak Muyskiy Gigant (3067) from 20-22 July by
A E Afanasev's team from Irkutsk. In the Western Sayan in July, a team
from nearby Krasnoyarsk climbed a new route on Tugodum (174Om) taking
the E face by the overhangs at SB.

Krasnoyarsk climbers also continued their earlier exploration in the Kodar
Range with a visit in January-February 2005. This comparatively little
explored range has beautiful sharp summits and technically interesting walls
up to 800m high. The team led by Nikolay Zakharov flew for 90 minutes
by helicopter from Taksimo village on the Baikal-Amur road to the
Vodopadny stream on the N side of the range. After nine days' climbing
up a mixed technical wall, they reached the summit of a new peak which
they named in honour of the 70th anniversary of Krasnoyarsk region. The
climbers countered temperatures down to -43°C using heated base camp
tents. At the end of the trip they waited for several days without food as
their helicopter was detained for non-payment of debts.
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